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ABSTRACT

General Terms

We present a novel software tool called CDN (Collaborative
Data Network) for large-scale sharing and querying of clinical
documents modeled using HL7 v3 standard (e.g., Clinical
Document Architecture (CDA), Continuity of Care Document (CCD)). Similar to the caBIG initiative, CDN aims to
foster innovations in cancer treatment and diagnosis through
large-scale, sharing of clinical data. We focus on cancer because it is the second leading cause of deaths in the US.
CDN is based on the synergistic combination of peer-to-peer
technology and the extensible markup language XML and
XQuery. Using CDN, a user can pose both structured queries
and keyword queries on the HL7 v3 documents hosted by
data providers. CDN is unique in its design – it supports location oblivious queries in a large-scale, network wherein a
user does not explicitly provide the location of the data for
a query. A location service in CDN discovers data of interest
in the network at query time. CDN uses standard cryptographic techniques to provide security to data providers and
protect the privacy of patients. Using CDN, a user can pose
clinical queries pertaining to cancer containing aggregations
and joins across data hosted by multiple data providers. CDN
is implemented with open-source software for web application development and XML query processing. We report
the evaluation of CDN in a distributed environment (LAN)
using a real dataset of discharge summaries available from
the i2b2 project.

Design

Categories and Subject Descriptors
J.3 [Computer Applications]: Life and Medical Sciences—
Medical Information Systems
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1. INTRODUCTION
Today, it is well agreed upon that through effective use
of Information Technology (IT), health care costs can be reduced and better quality care can be delivered to patients.
The US government is spending billions of dollars to promote the adoption of electronic health records and to develop Health Information Exchanges (HIEs) [4]. HIEs aim to
enable “the electronic movement of health-related information across organizations according to nationally recognized
standards” [4]. They are considered to be the building blocks
for Nationwide Health Information Network (NHIN) initiative [7] and are designed to achieving Institute of Medicine’s
(IOM) vision of a learning healthcare system [14]. Some of
the established HIEs such as HealthBridge, CareSpark, Indiana Health Information Exchange, and MedVirginia serve
up to few million patients and few thousand physicians,
thereby, hosting large volumes of patient data [8].
Recently, “data sharing and collaboration” and “large scale
management of health care data” have been identified as
the key IT challenges to advance the nation’s healthcare
system [40]. This is because vast amounts of health-related
information remain untapped due to the lack of suitable IT
solutions. Personal health information resides in digital silos
and healthcare systems do not easily share information with
each other. However, by tearing down these silos, healthrelated information can be utilized by medical practitioners
and researchers to provide efficient, quality, timely, and costeffective care to patients.
The National Cancer Institute’s caBIG is a nation-wide
initiative, whose vision is to advance research on cancer and
improve clinical outcomes for patients by connecting the
members of the cancer community to share knowledge and
data [20]. The caBIG community has more than 190 organizations [10]. Today, there are 124 participating institutes
connected to caGrid – the underlying network infrastructure of caBIG. The community has shown great interest in
sharing large amounts for biospecimen annotations, microarray data, cancer genome data (e.g., tissue samples), and so

forth [3]. Such large-scale sharing of biomedical and clinical
data is the first step towards collaborative e-science in the
21st century.
Achieving interoperability among applications processing
clinical data has been a topic of interest for several years.
Many advances have been made in developing standards for
clinical data with regard to exchange/messaging, terminology, application, architecture, and so forth [26]. The standards from Health Level Seven International (HL7) have become popular for the exchange, integration, sharing and retrieval of electronic health information. HL7 standards are
used by 90% of the hospitals in the US.1 More recently, HL7
Version 3 standard was developed to enable semantic interoperability in healthcare data interchange [32]. (XML is
used to encode the data.) The documents in HL7 v3 are
derived from the Reference Information Model (RIM) and
use terminologies such as SNOMED CT, LOINC, CPT, and
so forth. Software tools are available for modeling data using HL7 v3 standards (e.g., Model-Driven Health Tools [12],
caAdapter [2], HL7 Tooling [11]).
We present a software tool called CDN (Collaborative Data
Network) for large-scale sharing and querying of clinical
data modeled in HL7 v3 standard. (We discussed our vision
of CDN in IHI ‘2010 [33].) Of particular interest to us are
the HL7 CDA (Clinical Document Architecture) and CCD
(Continuity of Care Document) standards. CDN is ideal tool
for data providers (e.g., clinic, hospital, research lab) who
wish to selectively enable data sharing and querying of HL7
v3 documents on a large-scale. While CDN is not restricted to
a particular health condition, the GUI of CDN is designed for
posing clinical queries related to cancer diagnosis and treatment. Cancer is the second most leading cause of deaths in
the US. CDN differs from the aim of HIEs in the sense that it
is not designed for the electronic movement of health-related
information across organizations.
The salient features of CDN and key contributions of our
work are summarized below.
• The design of CDN is based the synergistic combination of
the peer-to-peer (P2P) technology and the widely adopted
XML standard and the XQuery language. The striking feature of CDN is the notion of a location oblivious query, wherein
the locations of relevant data in the network (for a query)
are discovered during query processing. A user simply issues a single location oblivious query (that is mapped to an
XQuery query) across multiple data sources in the network
to perform aggregations and joins.
• Though CDN employs a P2P model, it still provides the
benefits of a federated database model such as ownership of
data and ability to implement local access control policies.
The HL7 v3 clinical documents are always stored with the
owner and are never exchanged or transferred across the
network. While caBIG is designed to enable sharing of a
wide range of biomedical and clinical data, CDN focuses only
on sharing and querying HL7 v3 clinical documents.
• To process a location oblivious query, CDN has a novel
location service called psiX for quickly identifying the locations of data relevant to the query [35]. This location service
uses a novel distributed XML indexing technique that allows
processing of XPath queries in a P2P environment.
• CDN employs a hybrid shipping approach [28] to process
an XQuery query. Parts of the query are shipped across
1
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the network and parts of the query are processed by the
data provider where the query was issued. Not only is this
better than pure data shipping or pure query shipping w.r.t
resource utilization and performance, but also for enabling
high levels of security and privacy during query processing.
• CDN employs standard cryptographic techniques (e.g.,
RSA public key cryptography) to provide security to data
providers and authenticate members in the network during
query processing.
• CDN is built using open-source software tools. We have
conducted a performance evaluation of CDN in a LAN environment using a real dataset of deidentified discharge summaries available from the i2b2 project. The results are reported in Section 4.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the background and motivations. Section 3
describes the novel architecture of CDN, the query processing
approach, and security schemes in CDN. Section 4 describes
the implementation and evaluation of CDN. We conclude in
Section 5 and provide a plan for future work.

2. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATIONS
XML and Distributed XQuery.
The extensible markup language XML has become the
de facto standard for information representation and interchange on the Internet. It is widely adopted in a variety
of domains ranging from ecommerce to health informatics.
XQuery is a popular query language for XML and is recommended by the W3C. It is a functional language that
subsumes XPath – a query language for selecting qualifying
nodes in an XML document. XQuery allows for the creation
of new elements and attributes and the specification of their
contents and relationships.
Distributed XQuery processing [37, 21, 44, 22, 5, 18, 6]
has been studied in recent years. The underlying principle
is to ship portions of a query to remote servers which then
execute them. Locations of remote servers are specified in
the query. These previous solutions were not designed for a
P2P network, where the locations of relevant data of interest
may not be known apriori. In contrast, CDN differs from
previous techniques as it supports location oblivious queries.
Due to the popularity of P2P systems, several approaches
were developed to find/locate relevant XML documents and
their publishers in a P2P environment [23, 27, 15, 16, 35].
Of particular interest to us is the psiX system [35], which is
used in CDN to process location oblivious queries.

Systems Based on a Federated Database Model.
A federated database model is typically used in data integration systems. A survey has shown that many statelevel HIEs are based on a federated database model [1].
BIRN [25] is one of the early initiatives for large-scale sharing and collaboration of biomedical data (e.g., neuroimaging data). SHRINE [43] is a federated querying tool for
aggregating data from multiple sites. Currently, SHRINE
does not support joins. FURTHeR [30] is a federated querying tool for heterogeneous data sources owned by multiple
organizations. It emphasizes on OSGi-based development
(http://www.osgi.org). NCI’s caBIG [20] also uses a federated database model. It’s underlying network infrastructure,
called caGrid [39], is a model-driven, service oriented archi-

Figure 1: An XQuery query in caGrid
tecture, and the data services are accessed via grid services
that expose data sources in well-documented, interoperable
form. To the best of our knowledge, among the aforementioned federated systems, only caGrid [39] supports XML
queries over native XML data sources.

Motivations.
The design of CDN is motivated by the following limitations
of connecting heterogeneous XML data sources via a serviceoriented architecture (e.g., as in caGrid): (a) the inability
to express complex queries effectively using XQuery, and (b)
the lack of fine-grained selection of data sources.
Consider a query in caGrid to find all the expression data
where there are at least 50 conditions for genes found in the
vacuole shown in Figure 1. (This example is taken from
Summary and Initial Recommendations draft available on
the website of caBIG.) The query performs joins across data
exposed by three data services Gene, GeneOntology, and Microarray. Suppose we want a query to access Gene and Microarray data from all possible data providers to perform
the join. Then multiple queries should be posed – each one
for a particular combination of Gene and Microarray data
service – and therefore, will lead to poor scalability and performance when the number of data services grow.
CDN overcomes this limitation by constructing a location
oblivious query. This is done by replacing service(“http://
... GeneService.wsdl”) with the phrase collection(“CDN”)
and replacing service(“http:// ... MicroarrayService.wsdl”)
with the phrase collection(“CDN”) in the original query.
Now the query specifies a join over multiple data sources
without specifying the locations of Gene and Microarray
documents distributed across a network of participating data
providers. From a user’s perspective, a single query is posed,
rather than a potentially large number of queries with location information (or data services). From a system’s perspective, fewer queries need to be processed.
Consider another query that performs aggregation over all
or multiple data sources. Suppose the query has multiple
selection predicates with a Boolean AND operation (e.g.,
gender=“female” AND smoker=“yes” AND age>35). In a
service-oriented environment like caGrid, the query will be
shipped to each data source (assuming the data service name
is known), but only a few may contain data that satisfies all
the selection predicates. It is, therefore, effective to identify

Figure 2: Key components of CDN
those data sources that contain matching data for all the
selection predicates and to ship the query to only those data
providers. CDN aims to achieve such fine-grained selection of
data sources through the indexing power of psiX. The benefit
is clear: the number of queries issued in the network are
reduced and critical resources such as network bandwidth
are saved.

3. THE ARCHITECTURE OF CDN
In this section, we present the novel architecture of CDN.
The design of CDN is inspired by the success of P2P computing in the last decade – specifically, the concept of Distributed Hash Tables (e.g., Chord [41], Pastry [38], CAN [36],
Tapestry [45], Kademlia [31]), that has had major success.
Today, production quality key-value stores such as Dynamo [17],
Cassandra [29], and Voldemort [9] employ the principles of
a DHT. CDN has two key design goals: (a) to enable scalable
data sharing and querying of HL7 v3 clinical documents, and
(b) to provide high level of security to the data providers and
protect the privacy of patients for HIPAA compliance. In
the following sections, we discuss how CDN achieves these
goals. Occasionally, we use the terms “data provider”,
“publisher” and “participant” interchangeably to mean
the same.

3.1 System Overview
Given a network of data providers, each data provider
runs a copy of the CDN software much like an Internet user
who installs and runs softwares such as Kazaa and Skype.
The data providers are connected through a network such
as the Internet or a Virtual Private Network (VPN). Each
CDN software communicates with other CDNs in the network
to process a user’s request.
The key components of the CDN software are shown in
Figure 2. The user interface accepts requests from a user
(authorized by the data provider) to either publish HL7 v3
documents or pose queries. Documents that are made available for sharing with other data providers are stored in a
local database, which may be encrypted for security reasons. At the heart of the CDN software, is a web application
containing the XQuery generator, the Query Shipping module, the Security Module, and the location service called

psiX built atop a DHT. CDN employs a restricted form of the
hybrid shipping approach [28] for processing queries. The
Query Shipping Module is responsible for shipping the subqueries to relevant data providers and storing the returned
results. An open source XQuery processor executes the
queries. These queries are either subqueries shipped from
other data providers or queries generated by the XQuery
generator to process the results obtained from other data
providers (e.g., join processing). The actual HL7 v3 documents are never transferred across the network. Each CDN
maintains a RSA public/private key pair, which is used by
the Security Module for authentication and secure communication during query processing. Each CDN maintains a white
list of data providers/participants in the network that are
allowed to access its local data. (One way is to maintain the
public keys of allowed data providers in the white list.)

3.2 Publishing HL7 V3 Clinical Documents
HL7 v3 standard (e.g., CDA R2 [19]) aims to provide
incremental semantic interoperability and therefore, HL7
v3 documents can evolve over time. An adopter can start
with minimal structure in the HL7 v3 documents and over
time add more structure to the documents and code content using standard terminologies such as SNOMED CT and
LOINC. Different XML schemas can be designed by the data
providers to model their data as long as the schemas are
derived from the Reference Information Model (RIM). For
example, a data provider may decide to share only the “Past
Medical History” and “Physical Examination” from deidentified discharge summaries of some patients.
CDN allows any valid HL7 v3 clinical document to be published by a data provider and therefore, a data provider is
expected to do minimal standardization of the documents.
(By using HL7 v3, we are in fact enforcing some standardization.) By “publishing a document”, we mean that the
data provider stores the document in its local database and
the document becomes ready to be queried by other data
providers. How do other data providers become aware of this
document? The answer is through the location service called
psiX [35, 34], which is based on a novel, distributed XML
indexing technique for DHT-based P2P networks. It is important to note that a document owned by a data provider
resides locally and is never exchanged or transferred through
the network. The data provider has full ownership and control of its data and can implement local access control policies similar to a federated system.
In the interest of space, we provide a brief description
of psiX – an Internet-scale location service for XML documents. (A reader is referred to previously published articles [35, 34] for complete details.) Using psiX, participants
in the network can index XML documents in a distributed
fashion; any participant can issue an XPath query and psiX
will locate all participants/publishers that host XML documents containing a match for the XPath query. The psiX
system indexes a signature of an XML document. The signature essentially captures the summary of the XML document and includes both the structural summary and the
value/content summary [35]. The original document is not
stored by psiX. This works well within CDN because we wish
to protect the privacy of patient records and provide complete control to the owner of the data. Because psiX is built
over a DHT, it inherits the scalability, fault-tolerance, and
load balancing properties of the DHT. (The psiX system

Algorithm 1: Publishing a HL7 v3 document
proc publishDocument(document d)
Store the document d in the local database
Compute the signature s for d as described in psiX [35]
3: Construct the docid for d by concatenating the
hostname of the data provider, the local id of d, and
the data provider’s public key
4: Index (s, docid) using s as the key by invoking psiX
endproc

1:
2:

has been tested on more than 200 computing nodes in an
Internet-scale environment [13].)
Algorithm 1 shows the sequence of steps involved in publishing a HL7 v3 document. First, the document is stored
in the local database. Then the signature of the document
is generated. The signature is indexed by invoking psiX and
along with it the hostname of the data provider, the local
id of the document, and the data provider’s public key is
stored. By knowing the hostname of a data provider and
the local id of a document owned by that data provider, a
participant in the network can ship a query to it for execution. The public key is necessary for secure communication
during query processing. (The discussion of the security
schemes employed by CDN is deferred until Section 3.4.)

3.3 Processing XQuery Queries
Next, we describe the steps involved in processing an XQuery
query. We use the term “query initiator” to refer to the data
provider where query is posed by a user. There are three
well-known approaches to processing a distributed query [28],
namely, pure data shipping, pure query shipping, and hybrid
shipping. Neither pure data shipping nor pure query shipping are the best choices in all scenarios in a distributed setting and a hybrid approach has shown to perform better [28].
In the context of sharing clinical data, we have developed a
restricted form of hybrid shipping approach to ensure that
effective security and privacy policies can be implemented
for HIPAA compliance. There are some limitations of pure
data shipping and pure query shipping. If pure data shipping were employed, then an entire HL7 v3 document would
have to be transferred across the network to the query initiator and the query initiator would have complete access to
the document. If pure query shipping were employed, then
the participating data providers would have to exchange results of shipped queries amongst each other (e.g., in case of
join operations). This may not be desirable. In the hybrid
approach adopted by CDN, joins are always executed locally
by the query initiator. The selection and projection operations in the query on a single document are always executed
by the data provider owning the document. (Which parts
of the data can be projected, will depend on what the data
provider wishes to expose.) Aggregation and duplicate elimination can be done either by the query initiator or remotely
by a data provider depending on the query.
Algorithm 2 shows the steps taken by the query initiator
to process a location oblivious XQuery query. First, maximal XPath expressions are extracted from the query by examining the XPath expressions in the FOR, WHERE, and
RETURN clauses (Line 1). We define a maximal XPath
expression as the longest XPath expression that should be
matched in an XML document to generate correct results.

Algorithm 2: Query processing at the query initiator
proc processXQuery(location oblivious XQuery query q)
Compute the maximal XPath expressions in q by
analyzing the XPath expressions in the FOR, WHERE,
and RETURN clauses of q
2: foreach maximal XPath expression p in q do
3:
Send p to psiX to get the (docid, publisher) pairs
for all documents that contain a match for p
4:
foreach publisher returned by psiX do
5:
Create one XQuery query per matching
document to do selections and projections and
ship the entire list of queries to the publisher
6:
Merge the results from the publishers (after
decryption) and store it in a single temporary XML
document locally
7: Construct an XQuery query to operate on the
temporary XML documents to perform operations such
as joins, aggregation, and duplicate elimination
8: Return results to the user
endproc
1:

Algorithm 3: Processing of a shipped query
proc processShippedQueries(list of queries q)
Authenticate the query initiator by checking the white
list of allowed data providers
2: if query initiator is authorized then
3:
Execute the queries q on the local HL7 database
4:
Encrypt the results and return the results
else
5:
Do not execute q and reject further processing
endproc

1:

For each maximal XPath expression, psiX is invoked to
obtain the (docid, publisher) pairs for further processing
(Line 4). Next, for each publisher identified by psiX, an
XQuery query is created on one matching document owned
by that publisher/data provider to do selections and projections. The entire list of such queries is sent all at once to
that publisher (Line 5). The returned results are stored in
temporary XML files (Line 6) and finally, local processing is
done (Line 7).
Algorithm 3 shows the steps taken to process queries shipped
to a data provider. First, the receiving data provider authenticates the query initiator using its white list containing public keys of authorized query initiators and public key cryptography. If the authentication succeeds, then the shipped
queries are executed and the results are encrypted and returned to the query initiator. (The details of encryption
and decryption steps during query processing is discussed in
Section 3.4.)

3.3.1 Basic Aggregation Queries
We present a few examples of location oblivious XQuery
queries with basic aggregation operations. These queries examine both coded content as well as textual content in the
HL7 v3 documents. In the following discussions, we assume
that the HL7 documents are modeled using Clinical Document Architecture (CDA) R2 over deidentified patient data.
(In our evaluation, we used deidentified discharge summaries

from the NLP research data sets available from the i2b2
project [42] and modeled them as CDA documents with sections, namely, History of Present Illness, Physical Examination, Past Medical History, Past Surgical History, Allergies,
Hospital Course, Discharge Date, Discharge Diagnosis, and
Discharge Disposition.)
Figure 3(a) shows a location oblivious XQuery query for
a clinical query Q1 to count the number of male patients
who have had colon cancer. Two maximal XPath expressions are extracted from the query and are shown in Figure 3(b). Based on these expressions, two different query
templates are used to generate the queries shipped to the
data providers containing matching documents for each of
the maximal XPath expressions. These are shown in Figure 3(c). (As an optimization, we ship a list of queries at
once to a data provider, one each on a matching document
from that data provider.) Finally, counting and duplicate
elimination is applied at the query initiator on the results of
the shipped queries. This is shown in Figure 3(d).
A few more examples of clinical queries in CDN are shown
in Figure 4. Because HL7 v3 is designed for incremental semantic interoperability, it is necessary to have queries process both coded content as well as textual content for better coverage of the data. For instance, in the query shown
in Figure 4(a), the term “alopecia” is searched using the
SNOMED CT code within observation as well as within
the textual content under “Physical Examination.”
CDN also supports keyword queries over HL7 v3 documents. Figure 5 shows a query that finds the number of
patients who had past medical history of “anemia.”

3.3.2 Aggregation Queries with Join Operations
Next, we present an aggregation query with a join operation that CDN can execute. Consider the query Q5 shown
in Figure 6(a) to find the number of patients who were given
medications during hospital course that have caused an allergy in one or more patients. The join operation is on the
attribute ApplicationNumber of the medications coded under “Allergies” and “Hospital Course” in different discharge
summaries. The two maximal XPath expressions for the
query are shown in Figure 6(b). Two templates for the
queries shipped by the query initiator to the data providers
containing matching documents are shown in Figure 6(c).
(Query template A is for the first maximal XPath expression and template B is for the second maximal XPath expression.) The partial results from the shipped queries (generated from query template A) are concatenated and stored
locally in a temporary file say A.xml. The partial results
from the shipped queries (generated from query template
B) are concatenated and stored locally in a temporary file
say B.xml. Finally, the query initiator (locally) performs the
join operation on the attribute ApplicationNumber in A.xml
and B.xml, followed by duplicate elimination and counting.
This is shown by the query in Figure 6(d).

3.4 Security Module
CDN provides high level of security to data providers and
protects the privacy of patient data to ensure HIPAA compliance. CDN uses standard cryptographic techniques to achieve
this. Similar to a federated database model, each data provider
has complete control of its data and exposes only those that
it wishes to share (e.g., portions of deidentified discharge
summaries of certain patients). Each data provider running

Q1: How many male patients had colon cancer in the target population?
count (
for $x in collection("CDN")/ClinicalDocument
where $x/RecordTarget/PatientRole/Patient = "M" and
($x//observation/code[@codeSystem="2.16.840.1.113883.6.69"][@code = "315058005"] or
$x//procedure/code[@codeSystem="2.16.840.1.113883.6.69"][@code = "315058005"])
return $x/RecordTarget/PatientRole/ID
)
(a) XQuery query for Q1 over coded content in the HL7 v3 documents
/ClinicalDocument[RecordTarget/PatientRole/Patient = "M"][RecordTarget/PatientRole/ID]
//observation/code[@codeSystem="2.16.840.1.113883.6.69"][@code = "315058005"]
/ClinicalDocument[RecordTarget/PatientRole/Patient = "M"][RecordTarget/PatientRole/ID]
//procedure/code[@codeSystem="2.16.840.1.113883.6.69"][@code = "315058005"]
(b) Two maximal XPath expressions for Q1
(: ********** Query template A ********* :)
for $x in doc("...")/ClinicalDocument
where $x/RecordTarget/PatientRole/Patient = "M" and
$x//observation/code[@codeSystem="2.16.840.1.113883.6.69"][@code = "315058005"]
return <res> {$x/RecordTarget/PatientRole/ID} </res>
(: *********** Query template B ********* :)
for $x in doc("...")/ClinicalDocument
where $x/RecordTarget/PatientRole/Patient = "M" and
$x//procedure/code[@codeSystem="2.16.840.1.113883.6.69"][@code = "315058005"]
return <res> {$x/RecordTarget/PatientRole/ID} </res>
(c) Templates of queries shipped to data providers with matching documents
count ( distinct-values ( for $x in doc("results.xml")//ID return $x ) )
(d) Counting and duplicate elimination performed locally
Figure 3: Step-by-step evaluation of a location oblivious XQuery query

Q2: How many patients developed alopecia as a side-effect of chemotherapy in the target population?
count (
for $x in collection("CDN")/ClinicalDocument
where $x//procedure/code[@code="150415003"][@codeSystem="2.16.840.1.113883.6.69"] and
($x//observation/code[@code="270504008"][@codeSystem="2.16.840.1.113883.6.69"] or
$x//section[code/@code="29545-1"][code/@codeSystem="2.16.840.1.113883.6.1"]/text[contains(.,"alopecia")])
return $x/RecordTarget/PatientRole/ID
)
(a)
Q3: How many cases of small cell lung cancer are noted among smoking females in the target population?
count (
for $x in collection("CDN")/ClinicalDocument[RecordTarget/PatientRole/Patient = "F"]
where ($x//procedure/code[@code="254632001"][@codeSystem="2.16.840.1.113883.6.69"] or
$x//observation/code[@code="254632001"][@codeSystem="2.16.840.1.113883.6.69"]) and
$x//section[code/@code="10164-2"][code/@codeSystem="2.16.840.1.113883.6.1"]/text[contains(.,"smoker")]
return $x/RecordTarget/PatientRole/ID
)
(b)
Figure 4: Examples of queries that process both coded content as well as textual content

Q4: How many patients have had past medical history of ‘‘anemia’’?
(: *********** Keyword query *********** :)
count (
for $x in collection("CDN")/ClinicalDocument
where $x//section[code/@code="11348-0"][code/@codeSystem="2.16.840.1.113883.6.1"]/text[contains(.,"anemia")]
return $x/RecordTarget/PatientRole/ID
)
Figure 5: Keyword query in CDN

Q5: Find the number of patients who were given medications during hospital course that have caused an
allergy in one or more patients.
count ( distinct-values (
for $e in collection("CDN")/ClinicalDocument,
$f in collection("CDN")//section[code/@code="45675-6"][code/@codeSystem="2.16.840.1.113883.6.1"]
where
$e/structuredBody/section[code/@code="8648-8"][code/@codeSystem="2.16.840.1.113883.6.1"]/
manufacturedMaterial/@ApplicationNumber = $f/manufacturedMaterial/@ApplicationNumber
return $e/RecordTarget/PatientRole/ID
))
(a) Join query in CDN
/ClinicalDocument[RecordTarget/PatientRole/ID]/structuredBody/section[code/@code="8648-8"]
[code/@codeSystem="2.16.840.1.113883.6.1"]/manufacturedMaterial/@ApplicationNumber

//section[code/@code="45675-6"][code/@codeSystem="2.16.840.1.113883.6.1"]/manufacturedMaterial/
@ApplicationNumber
(b) Maximal XPath expressions extracted from the query
(: ********** Query template A ********* :)
for $e in doc("...")/ClinicalDocument
where
$e/structuredBody/section[code/@code="8648-8"][code/@codeSystem="2.16.840.1.113883.6.1"]/
manufacturedMaterial[@ApplicationNumber]
return
<res>
<arg1>{$e/structuredBody/section[code/@code="8648-8"][code/@codeSystem="2.16.840.1.113883.6.1"]/
manufacturedMaterial}</arg1>
<arg2>{$e/RecordTarget/PatientRole/ID}</arg2>
</res>
(: *********** Query template B ********* :)
for $f in doc("...")//section[code/@code="45675-6"][code/@codeSystem="2.16.840.1.113883.6.1"]/
manufacturedMaterial[@ApplicationNumber]
return
<res> <arg1>{$f}</arg1> </res>
(c) Templates of queries shipped to publishers with matching documents to enable local joins
count( distinct-values(
for $e in doc("A.xml")//res,
$f in doc("B.xml")//res
where $e/arg1/manufacturedMaterial/@ApplicationNumber = $f/arg1/manufacturedMaterial/@ApplicationNumber
return $e/arg2/ID
))
(d) Join operation, duplicate elimination, and aggregation performed locally at the query initiator
Figure 6: Step-by-step evaluation of a location oblivious XQuery query with a join

(a) Authentication
Figure 8: A screenshot of the user interface in CDN
size of the results returned by a data provider is large, the
data providers generates an AES key and uses it to encrypt
the results. The AES key itself is encrypted using the public
key of the query initiator. We illustrate the entire process
in Figure 7(b).
Note that never is an actual HL7 document exchanged or
transferred through the network and it always resides with
the owner. Moreover, through our hybrid shipping approach
and the above security schemes, only an authorized query
initiator and the data providers owning the relevant data for
a query deal with unencrypted data.
(b) Query processing
Figure 7: Security schemes in CDN
CDN generates a RSA public/private key pair. Each data
provider also maintains a white list of data providers that
can access its data (e.g., the white list can contain public
keys of those data providers).
When psiX is invoked to first identify relevant data providers
and their documents, the public keys of the data providers
are also returned. (Recall that along with the document’s
signature, the public key of the data provider is stored by
psiX (Algorithm 1).) When the query initiator contacts a
data provider that owns the matching documents, the data
provider first verifies the identity of the query initiator. Essentially, the query initiator computes the hash of a message and encrypts it using its private key. Both the message, which can be encrypted using the public key of the
data provider, and the encrypted hash are sent to the data
provider. The data provider uses the public key of the query
initiator (or checks its white list) and decrypts the encrypted
hash and also generates a hash of the message (after decrypting it). When both match, the data provider considers the
verification to be successful. If the verification fails, then the
query initiator is refused further processing. We illustrate
this process in Figure 7(a).
When the verification succeeds, the data provider executes
the shipped queries on its local database. The query is encrypted by the query initiator (using the public key of the
data provider) and the results from the data provider are
encrypted (using the public key of the query initiator). This
prevents malicious attacks and eavesdropping. When the

3.5 User Interface
The user interface of CDN is designed to allow a clinician
or researcher to easily publish a HL7 v3 document and pose
structured queries and keyword queries related to cancer diagnosis and treatment. For structured queries, a browse
hierarchy is provided to simplify the input process for structured queries. A form for posing incidence related queries on
colon cancer is shown in Figure 8. (The user interface will
be enhanced in the future to allow the entry of join queries.)

3.6 Joining and Leaving CDN
CDN can be setup to have any data provider join or leave
the network of data providers at any time with little administration. Furthermore, if only authorized data providers
should be permitted to join the network, then one data
provider that usually acts as the bootstrap node, can maintain the public key of each authorized data provider and
only allow a data provider to connect to the network after
authentication using public key cryptography. In CDN, we
expect low degree of churn unlike in Internet-scale P2P applications. We leave it up to the data provider to implement
the desired authentication scheme for users in the institution
that can interact with CDN using the GUI. For example, the
data provider can rely on a single sign-on (SSO) approach
used in many institutions.

4. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
We implemented CDN in Java using Eclipse and the opensource JSP and Servlet Container called Apache Tomcat
(version 6). The open-source XSLT and XQuery processor
called SAXON [24] was the XML query engine in CDN. Available security libraries in Java were used for implementing the

(a) Elapsed time to process queries

query. Query Q5 is a join query and also returned more
results than other queries, and hence took more time to
complete its execution. Figure 9(b) shows how much time
was spent in the three phases of query processing, namely,
(a) to locate relevant XML documents using psiX, (b) to ship
queries to relevant data providers and receive the results,
and (c) to perform local processing such as joins, duplicate
elimination, and aggregation. We observed that the first
phase where psiX was used, consumed under 35% of the
total elapsed time and the final phase of local processing was
less than 10% of the total time. The phase involving query
shipping consumed most of the time. One reason is that
we did not use multithreading to ship queries in parallel to
relevant data providers that were identified by psiX. We plan
to enhance our current implementation with multithreading.
Also, we did not build any indexes on the CDA documents
during local XQuery processing with SAXON. We plan to
use tools with XML indexing support (e.g., Oracle Berkeley
DB XML) to facilitate faster local XQuery processing.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
(b) Breakup of time spent during query processing
Figure 9: Performance evaluation
security schemes in CDN. The psiX codebase was written in
C++ and was implemented using the Chord DHT package.
We tested and evaluated CDN in a local area network running five Pentium 4 machines with dual-core processors (3.4
GHz) running Fedora Linux. Each machine had 2 GB main
memory and 80 GB disk drive.

4.1 Dataset of HL7 CDA Documents
We obtained deidentified discharge summaries from the
NLP research datasets available from the i2b2 project [42].
From these discharge summaries, we created 325 HL7 CDA
documents. These documents contained both coded content as well as textual content and had the following sections: History of Present Illness, Physical Examination, Past
Medical History, Past Surgical History, Allergies, Hospital
Course, Discharge Date, Discharge Diagnosis, and Discharge
Disposition. The codes were drawn from LOINC, SNOMED
CT, and FDA NDC (National Drug Code Directory). Clinical findings, observations, procedures, and manufactured
materials in the discharge summaries were assigned appropriate codes. Human intervention was necessary due to the
unstructured nature of textual content in the discharge summaries. For example, abbreviations were used in the discharge summaries such as B.C. for breast cancer and A.
Fib. for atrial fibrillation.

4.2 Performance Evaluation
CDN was setup on 5 machines in a LAN and each machine
represented a data provider. The data providers on four
machines published 100, 100, 75, and 50 CDA documents,
respectively. The data provider on the fifth machine issued
the queries Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, and Q5 shown in Figures 3, 4,
5, and 6. We measured the total elapsed time for each query
once it was chosen to run through the GUI and report the
average elapsed time over 5 runs.
Figure 9(a) shows the total (average) elapsed time per

We presented a software tool called CDN for large-scale
sharing and querying of HL7 v3 clinical documents. CDN is
based on the synergistic combination of the P2P model of
computing and XML and XQuery technologies. The key
feature of CDN is the notion of location oblivious queries.
CDN provides complete ownership of data to a data provider
similar to a federated database model. For HIPAA compliance, CDN uses standard cryptographic techniques for providing security to data providers and protecting the privacy
of patient records. CDN has a simple user interface for posing structured as well as keyword queries on both coded as
well as textual content in HL7 documents. In the future,
we plan to study the quality of results returned by CDN and
run CDN in a cloud environment to test its scalability and
performance. We plan to recruit users from hospitals to test
CDN and obtain their feedback to improve its design. We
would like to release CDN under the Open Health Tools Initiative (http://www.openhealthtools.org/). It may also
be possible to release CDN as a service in a private cloud.
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